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-DEXTER IS BACK

C-USA.IS COMING
Fl ELD PREVIEW -

Former UCF star in Orlando with the Magic

- SEE SPORTS, A7

BREAKING THE CURSE
NO SILENCE AT THE LIBRARY
- SEE NEWS, A2

- SEE SPORTS, A7

New SGA Senate training emphasizes budget management
White: Expand program to ed~cate clubs, student organiZations on SGA spending knowledge I
dent body.
ing finances in order when it new budget but we need to I have been speaking a lot with
ASHLEY BURNS
Managing Editor

In order to keep the next fis-

.•

cal year stress free, the SGA
Senate will implement pro. grams to put a stronger empha~
sis on educating its members
on budget responsibility.
Senate President Pro Tempore Mark White announced
his intentions to focus on educating new senators about the
SGA budget at last Thursday's
Senate meeting, but now he
has decided he'd like to redirect his focus on the entire stu-

"Every year we go through a
fiscal year change where the
old budgets are closed and we
have a new budget to work
With," White said. 'M new
clubs and organizatioris have to
get financially trained, which
basically allows them to spend
SGA funds, and it increases
their knowledge on the SGA
resources we have - how to
use them, how to use the dates,
how to use SGA as a student
advocacy avenue."
White feels the Senate has
been doing a solid job of keep-

comes to the budget. But he .
also believes everything would
run more smoothly ifeveryone
involved knew exactly what
goes into allocating money
from the beginning.
"Some of the problems
we've seen in the past is when
we get that new budget and
people start spending like,
crazy," White said. "That's
something we're going to avoid
this year, and we're going to be
more fiscally conservative and
really try to stress upon the
new senators that it might be a

treat it like the end of the year
when we're trying to save as
much as possible so there are
funds at the end of the year."
But while White emphasized that there have been
problems in the past with
maintaining the budget, he hasn't seen any problems recently,
and he wants to keep it that
way.

•

"It's not that rve personally
seen problems," White said.
'We're all required to get financially trained, and the fiscal
year just turned over on July 1.

the business office, and we've
been trying to see where we
can improve on students not
being as confused.
"It seems like we're having a
problem right now with stu-.
dents being confused about
how much money they can get
and how many times they can
come in. That shouldn't be a
problem students should have.
Their problems should be how
they can make their research
better so they can go to more
PLEASE SEE

Aiming to be

fiscally fit
At last Thursday's SGA Senate
meeting, President Pro Tempore
Mark White announced that he
wanted to implement a sort of
seminar in which new senators and
students alike could learn how to
approach handling the SGA budget,
as well as what money is available
to groups in order to keep the
budget process running smoothly.
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Reigning Miss Florida 2004 Jenna Edwards, right, places a crown on this year's pageant winner
Candice Cragg Saturday in Miami. UCF was represented by nine women; four ended up Top 10.

,..

UCF's best places
fourth in.pageant
UF student takes
Miss Florida crown;
four Knights finish
with Top 10 honors
ASHLEY BURNS
Managing Editor

Nine UCF students vied to be
crowned Miss Florida last weekend and earn a shot at the title .o f
Miss America, but it was Miss
Jacksonville Candace Cragg who
walked away with the state title
in Miami Saturday night.
Cragg, a University of Florida
student, also won both the preliminary gov..n and the final talent competidons on Thursday
and Friday, respectively.
Only one l JCF student, 21year-old junior Denesha Jenkins,
cracked the Top 5, and only three·
others joined her in the Top 10.
Jenkins finished as the third run. ner-up while fellow Knights
Rachel Potter, Megan Clementi
and Danielle Marino followed
.
closely behind. .
For her fourth-place finish,
Jenkins received a $3,000 scholarship. For winning, Cragg
received a $15,000 scholarship
and is headed to Atlantic City for
the Miss America competition in

'

)I

'I

September.
.
Jennifer
Hartzler,
who
entered the Miss Florida competition as the reigning Miss UCF,
was the only UCF student to win
a preliminary event. She won
Thursday's preliminary talent
contest. .
"It was fast and furious," Hartzler said of the ·entire competition. "They kept us very busy
during the entire week between
appearances in the morning,
rehearsals during the day and the
show at night.
"The biggest thing I took
away from all of this was the feeling that it's so important to try
your best and to go in as prepared as you possibly can be.
When it's all said and done, in
my situation, I won a preliminary talent competition and that
was great. But I can walk away
from all of it feeling good."
She added, "I was pleased
with my performances and it
was great to be recognized for
my talent. That's something I
spent a huge portion of my life
doing and I can just walk away
from all of it feeling really good,
because I tried as hard as I knew
I could. It was a huge learning
experience."
PLEASE SEE HARTZLER ON

A4

Campus officials prepai-e Snarled Orlando highways give
for potential storm threat . students bad case of road rage
ASHLEY BURNS
Managing Editor

As residents of Louisiana and the
Florida Panhandle prepare for Tropical
Storm Cindy, residents of South and
Central Florida also have some work to
do as more storms are looming in the
Atlantic Ocean.
Tropical Storm Dennis, which was
moving at speeds of nearly 18 mph as of
yesterday, is heading toward South
Florida and could hit as soon as Friday.
The National Hurricane Center in
Miami reported that yesterday marked
the earliest date on record that four
named storms had formed in the

waters of the Atlantic.
Despite the strong possibility that
Dennis won't affect Orlando with anything more than the same rain residents have been dealing with for the
past few weeks, UCF officials are still
keeping an eye on the storm and making preparations just in case. Jim Uhlir,
Director of Environmental Health and
Safety at UCF, said that Cindy and
Dennis likely won't be anything for
UCF students and local residents to be
concerned with, but preparations will
be made if anything should escalate.
"Cindy is in the Gulf and will not
PLEASE SEE

DENNIS ON A2

Lengthy commutes and lack of nearby job
opportunities test patience, hurt wallets
JESSICA LINDBLAD
Contributing Writer

It is 4:30 p.m. on a Thursday
afternoon and rush hour traffic is in
full swing through downtown
Orlando. Thousands of tired and
aggravated businessmen and
women sit in standstill traffic on
Interstate 4, anxious to start their
long-awaited weekend.
One driver, Caroline Kermitz, is

in an extremely bad mood. Not
because she is in a hurry to get
home, but because if traffic doesn't
move soon she is going to be late for
work, again.
She continuously checks the
clock on her dashboard and watches as time quickly passes. Soon it is
5 p.m., traffic hasn't budged, and she
is officially late.
Due to the lack of job opportunities near UCF, students like Kermitz

are forced to drive long distances to
find jobs. They face long car rides,
traffic delays, car breakdowns, high
gas prices and toll charges.
Kermitz, a sophomore double
majoring in marketing and business,
works at the clothing store Hollister
in The Florida Mall. It is located 25
miles from UCF at Sand Lake Road
and Orange Blossom Trail.
"When I moved here I didn't
even bother applying around school
because I heard jobs are so hard to come by," Kermitz said. "Restaurants only hire people with experiPLEASE SEE

BAD ON A6

Arolllld Campus
News and notices for
the UCF community

Save on tickets
The UCF Theatre is offering
a $3 discount on tickets to its
production of 6 Women With
Braindeath today through Sunday at the UCF box office. This
musi~al satire tells the story of
six women who are beyond
desperate.
The show times are at 8 p.m.
today through Saturday and 2
p.m. on Sunday at the Orlando
Repertory Theatre in Loch ·
Haven Park. Normal tickets
prices range from $10 to $18.
For more informatiort, call
the UCF box office at 407-8231500.

Shop 'til you drop
The UCF Bookstore has
added a 25 percent discount to
already
clearance-marked
apparel items. Many items are
now $9.99 and up.
This discount is only available for in-store purchases and
runs today through July 30.
Call the bookstore at 407823-2665 for more details.
..

Student support group
Students with varying disabilities can find a safe place to
share experiences, gain support, insight and information
from other students who may
have had similar experiences
during a support group sponsored by the CotinSeling Center.
·. The group will be held today
at 5 p.m. in the Student
Resource Center Room 200.
Professionals in psychology
and student counseling will
facilitate the discussion.
Contact Dr. Vivian Yamada
or Sareet Taylor in the Counseling Center by calling 407-8232811 for more information.

Resume writing tips
A resume writing lab will be
held Thursday at 10 am. in the
Student Resource Center Room
185. This lab will show students,
alumni, faculty and staff how to
best highlight their skills, activities, education and experience
to secure an interview and will
provide format and content
suggestions to show the match
between their skills and the
· requirements of the job. There
will also be a discussion of references and cover letter preparation.
·
Call Career Services &
Experiential Learning, 407-8232361, for more information.

Not in Kansas anymore
The Wizard of Oz, a UCF
theatre presentation; opens
Thursday at 8 p.m. at the Orlando Repertory Theatre in Loch
Haven Park and runs until July
24.

This musical is about the
journey of Dorothy and the
friends she meets on the way to
find the Wizard of Oz.
For reservations or more
information call the UCF box
office, 407- 823-1500, or visit the
Web site at www.ucftheatretickets.com.

New bar tries to break localjinx
The Library hopes to succeed as UCF staple where others have failed
ASHLEY BURNS
Managing Editor

Mark Pryor isn't just another local bar owner. He's a local
bar owner trying to break a
curse.
During the past eight years,
the bar Pryor now owns has
flopped und~r three different
na;mes: The Mill, Knight Lights
and Lava. Some people began
to think t;he location in the University Shoppes Plaza is cursed
Pryor doesn't see it that way.
Not only does he think the
. space he 'has renamed The
Library can thrive in the sarile
way the Mill once did, but he
thinks it can last for quite some
time.
· "What they did in the past
with Lava and Knight Lights
was have a hard time with different things they did," Pryor
said of the location's past ventures. "They didn't cater to the
college students anymore.
With the location directly
across from campus and being
7,000 ~quare feet, we decided to
come in and turn it back into a
college bar. We wanted to make
it nke and give the students a
nice, clean place to go. We're
changing it from a big club to a
sports bar."
As far back as 1998 when the
location was known as the Mill,
the destination was a popular
one. Tb,ursday night at the Mill
was a strong night as the
restaurant shed its classier
image in favor of a nightclub
atmosphere. But all didn't bode

well for the Mill after a change
in ownership, and it soon
closed. .
. After that, more owners
.tried a number of ideas to get
the bar back up and running
but none panned out. Knight
Lights went for the nightclub
aspect and Lava tried to be a
much higher-scale nightc:lub,
but neither saw much success.
Pryer's plans are much
more simple, and he swears a
nightclub isn't what he's going
for.
He's seen his fair ·share ·of
ups and downs in the hospitality industry, and Pryor is certain
that he can build a successful
establishment based on the
successes and failures of the
past places at which he's been
employed
Pryor started his career .i n
the restaurant business while
he was a student·at Penn State.
After moving to Orlando ·in
2001 he thought his days in the
industry were over, but that
didn't last very long. He's
·worked at local nightlife staples
from the Knight's Out Pub
(now Donnelly's Pub) to
Devaney's Too to Pounders.
His goal all .along has been to
own his own bar.
The Library's co-owner said
he knows what to keep an eye
out for when it comes to keeping his customers happy. He's
focused on their safety and
wants to keep excess drinking,
and especially fighting, to an
absolute minim~
"Bars like us that aren't cor-

Hands-on learning opportunities
An information session
about externship opportunities
will be held Tuesday at 4 p.m. in
the Student Resource Center
Room 185. An externship can
allow students to discover
more about careers by shadowing a professional in their area
of interest.
For more details, call Career
Services & Experiential Learn- ·
· ing at 407-823-2361.

Let us know

'Ii

The Future wants to hear
from you! If you have a club,
organization or event and want
your information to be considered for the Around Campus
column, send a fax to 407-4474556 or an e-mail
to
editor@ucfnews.com. Deadlines are 5 p.m. Monday for the
Wednesday edition.

Keep current with headlines
you may have missed

Militants storm disputed Hindu

temple in Northern India city
porate and are independently nighttime party spot with full
LUCKNOW, India - Miliowned have to deal with the liquor and beer. The bar will
tants
blew up a security wall
problems like fighting," Pryor also soon offer wireless Interwith a car bomb and stormed
said. "We're going to have the net service and three large proa Hindu shrine at the heart of
cops here every night. We don~t jection screens which will
India's biggest religious conwant people leaving feeling like show all major sporting events.
troversy
Tuesday, triggering a
every night they're going to be
"We intend to put money
gunbattle in which security
in the middle of something."
into this bar to get money out of
The Library, according to it," Pryor said "Other bars tend · forces killed five attackers.
Police also found the tom.
Pryor, had a quiet opening. His to run it and make their money
body of a sixth maI.l, who was
only goal in the bar's early and not worry about keeping
believed to be the suicide
nights was to have a hundred or the place quality. When you
bomber, said Jyoti Sinha, chief
so patrons, mostly comprised walk in the first time, we hope
offriends and local bar regulars it gets better the next time you · of the paramilitary- force that
guards the disputed Ram Janhe's met throughout his four come." ·
mbhoomi temple complex in
years in Orlando. That expectaDespite his previous jobs at
the northern city of Ayodhya,
tion became a pleasant surprise local bars, Pryor holds no hard
a religious site claimed by
as the Library drew capacity feelings when it comes to comboth
Hindus and Muslims.
crowds the first two nights petition He fully believes that
Hindu nationalists blamed
after its opening. Pryor was many bars can thrive in the area
Pakistan-based Muslim milipleased with the variety of the and doesn't want his bar to end
tants'
for the first major attack
crowd as his intent was to cre- up like other bars in· the past
on
a
Hindu
temple· site since
ate a bar that would cater to that have resorted to cutthro~t
2002. Police didn't blame any
students universally and not competition.
group.
simply one crowd
"With the amount of stuPakistan-based militants
"I recognized early with dents and the way UCF is
have been fighting Indian
UCF that there are certain peo- growing, I really think every
security forces in Kashmir
ple that you need to attach bar can succeed," Pryor said "I
since 1989. A 2001 attack on
yourself to in order to succeed," want every bar to be busy.
India's Parliament also was
he said. "We don't really want it We're not trying to come in and
blamed on Islamic militants.
to just be a sorority or fraterni- eliminate everybody. We don't
India
and Pakistan. traditional
ty bar. Obviously we want to see it as competition. We want
rivals, are pursuing peace
bring in people who have a lot to keep everybody close to the
after years of acrimony.
of friends to work for us.
college so they don't drive."
"It's also a good crowd I've
He ·even suggested that he
Insurgents mount more attacks
learned from other places that · would try to work with other
against Islamic diplomats in Iraq
you·cut the problems off early bars in the area to create a "pub
BAGHDAD, Iraq - Insurwhen it comes to people com- crawl" in order to keep the
gents
mounted attacks against
ing in too intoxicated or trying nights busy and the students
Arab and Muslim diplomats
to start fights. You try to shut safe.
in Iraq on Tuesday, wounding
that down as quick as you can."
Said Pryor: "I've been in the
Bahrain's top envoy in a kid- ·
Pryer's plans for the bar business a long time. I want to
napping attempt. Pakistan's
range from making the Library give the people who come here
ambassador also .escaped an
a typical sports bar, open after- the best deal possible and the
. assault on his convoy.
· 11
noons with a full menu, to a best atmosphere."
The attacks came three
days after gunmen seized
Egypt's top envoy to Iraq as he
was buying a newspaper in -l
the capital, appearing to signal an insurgent campaign to
discourage Islamic countries _..
from bolstering ties with the
U.S.-backed Iraqi government.
The Bahraini diplomat, . Hassan Malallah al-Ansari,
was shot on his way to work in
the Mansour district of western Baghdad, said Dr. ~
Muhanad Jawad of Yarmouk
Hospital. The dip~omat was
treated for a shoulder wound ,,,
and released, witnesses said.
Pakistan's Ambassador
. Mohammed Younis Khan
said gunmen ridmg in two t!l
cars opened fire on his convoy as he was on his way
home from work in the same
neighborhoo\f, but he wasn't •
wounded.
.The Pakistani Foreign
Ministry said it has asked ....
Khan to leave the country
. temporarily.

Dennis could hit South Florida Friday
FROM

Al

affect us,'' Uhlir said. "Dennis
looks like it could affect some
parl of the Florida peninsula
maybe as early as Friday or
.Saturday. We've sent out
announcements to the emergency team and administration just to watch it for a day
or two. If we have to do any.thing it would likely be preparations on Thursday and a
meeting with the emergency
team on Friday."
Uhlir's department has
been working on plans for this
year's hurricane season after
last
year's
hurricane .
onslaught. He said the department's plan is ready should
any hurricanes form and
threaten Central Florida and
UCF.
"We've got our shelter plan
done,'' Uhlir said. "We just
have to print it up and distribute it to everybody. We have
· our shelters picked for the
year, and I have a meeting with
the Physical Plant to cover
some of their items. We're
doing a lot all the time."
Uhlir has a meeting with
the Physical Plant today, and

.
.
COURTESY NOAA
While not an immediate threat to Central Florida, Tropical Storm Cindy will impact Louisiana and'some of the Florida Panhandle.

they will discuss an immediate
plan based on any significant
changes in Dennis within the
next few days.
"If Dennis did become a
hurricane, we're not sure °if
that would trigger a shelter-

type situation or not," he said.
"Certainly any hurricane has
potential to do damage, but
typically July, storms aren't
higher category hurricanes.
We just have.to watch it. If it
was going to threaten us, we'd

have to meet with administration and see if any class closures were in order. As far as
shelters, I'm not sure we'd
have to use them for a summer
hurricane, but that's tentative.
We have to watch it and see."

Police Beat

Internship and Co-op workshop
Career Services & Experiential Learning will host an
internship and cooperative
education workshop Tuesday
at 9 am. in the Student
Resource Center Room 185.
This workshop explores the
options available to future job
candidates to gain experiential
education and information on
what employers look for and to
learn how to prepare for and
find the right internship or co- ·
op opportunity.
Contact Sharon Body at 407823-2667 for more information.

Nation & World

Notable Pegasus Landing summer arrests
DANADELAPI

-·~~

was. Fleming said she
was 20 and had only
!1'.~~'f@ll)1)\ had one drink, which
on June 24, Cali Flem- 'tfirr· ,1~'111;q1 'she later changed to
several drinks.
ing, 20, was arrested after " .~@p;!
When asked for her
refusing to leave the Pegasus Landing apartment com- name and birthday, Fleming
plex pool area and repeatedly gave information that turned
cursing at complex employees out to be false. She also gave
Lupo· two different social
and UCF Police officers.
Fleming and an unidenti- security numbers, both of
fied male allegedly climbed which were false.
Fleming was then arrested
over the locked pool gate to
enter the area at about 3 am. for disorderly intoxication,
After being told repeatedly by trespassing with refusal to
a Pegasus Landing employee leave and obstruction by false
to. leave the pool deck, Flem- information. She was taken to
ing cursed at her and refused the UCF Police Department
where her real name and·
to leave.
Officer Anthony Lupo, who social security number were
,was responding to a noise verified before being transcomplaint in a nearby build- ported to the Orange County
ing, was approached by Wes- Jail.
sel for help removing the trespassers. Lupo tried to explain .Cops collar.man on the run
Zachary A. Marimon was
to Fleming that she was not
allowed in the pool, but she chased down by UCF Police
became defensive and started · officers ron June 17 after Offiraismg her · voice. Lupo cer Amir Paymayesh verbally
smelled alcohol on her breath ordered him to stop due to
and asked her how old she suspicious behavior.
Newsroom Manager

'~~

Paymayesh was on foot
patrol in the Pegasus Landing
apartment complex when he
crossed paths with Marimon,
who concealed his right hand
and changed his direction
after making eye contact w ith
the officer.
M'a rimon bega.J) to run
from officers and threw a
dark-colored object between
Building 30 and Building 6. He
was placed in handcuffs by
Paymayesh for officer s¢ety.
Officer Clarke did a search
of the area and recovered the
dark object, which proved to
be a dark velvet pouch with a
glass pipe inside.
The drug paraphernalia
was placed into evidence and
Marimon was released on his
own recognizance with a
notice to appear.

Nigerian arrested for stalking
Oaniel Ejionye, 23, of Nigeria was arrested June .17 for
stalking and battery after two
women participating in a leadership seminar realized they

had been approached by the
same man.·
Ejionye had allegedly
stalked a woman after she
repeatedly told him she did
not wish to see him. The
1 woman filed a stalking report
on June 16 with Officer Adam
Casebolt, and later that day
added supplemental information' with Officer Ryan Clarke
after learning the suspect's
plione number from a member
of her leadership group.
The women and officers set
up a meeting with Ejionye at
the Pegasus Landing apartment complex basketball
courts. He was detained by
UCF Police officers for identification. Once positively identified by the woman as the
stalker, Ejionye was arrested
and taken to the Orange County Central Booking Office.
After being read his Miranda warning, Ejionye said to the
officers that "women in this
culture may misunderstand
his actions in trying to get to
know them."

Prosecutor demands Time
reporter testify in CIA case
WASHINGTON - A federal prosecutor on Tuesday
demanded that Time magazine reporter Matthew Cooper testify before a grand jury
investigating the leak of a CIA
officer's identity, even though
Time Inc. has surrendered.emails and other documents in.
the probe.
Special Counsel Patrick
Fitzgerald also opposed the
request of Cooper and New
York Times reporter Judith
Miller to be granted home
detention - instead of jail for refusing to reveal their
sources.
Allowing the reporters
home confinement would
make it easier for them to continue to ·defy a court order to
testify, he said
Fitzgerald is investigating
who in the administration
leaked the identity ·of CIA
officer Valerie Plame, a possible federal crime. Plame's
identity was leaked days after
her husband, former Ambassador Joseph Wilson, publicly
disparaged the president's
case for invading Iraq.

. Asian powers ask U.S. for
withdrawal date from base

A
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ASTANA, Kazakhstan An alliance of Russia, China
and central Asian· nations
called for the United States •
and coalition members in
Afghanistan to set a date for
withdrawing from member •
states, reflecting growing
unease
over America's
PLEASE SEE
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*1.9 financing available through Volkswagen Bank USA upon credit approval. Not available
on 832 or Phaeton. See Salesperson for Details. oner good throuah.1/31/05.

Auto, Lthr, P/lock, P/Windows, Tilt,
Cruise, Keyless Remote, CD, Sunroof,
Alloy Wheels, Much More!

Recaro Seats, 18" Wheels, All Power,
Sunroof, CD, And Much More!

PER MONTH+
MONTHLY TAX HUSE SELECTION
FOR 48 MONTHS

TURBO DIESELS
AVAILABLE

payment+ TT&L. See dealer for details. Leasing W.A.C. thru Volkswagen Credit. Expires 7/3V05

lease plus tax. Total due at signing is $279 which includes security deposit, PLUS first
payment +TT&L. See dealer for details. Leasing W.A.C. thru Volkswagen Credit..Expires 7/3V05 ,

• 4Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper warrantv
• 5Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain warrantv

• 4Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper warrantv
• 5Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain warrantv

2005 JETTA GL

2005 NewGTI

P/Windows, P/locks, Tilt, Cruise,
Keyless Entry, 6 Airbags, CD Player
and Much More!

P/Locks, P/Windows, Tilt, Cruise,
Side Airbags, ABS, Keyless Remote,
Alarm, Alloy Wheels & Much More!

* 48 mo. lease plus tax. Total due at signing is $299 which includes security deposit, PLUS first
. ,a

* 48 mo.

PER MONTH
MONTHLY TAX
FOR 48 MONTHS

PER MONTH+
MONTHLY TAX
FOR 48 MONTHS
* 48 mo.

lease plus tax. Total due at signing is $257 which includes security deposit, PLUS first
payment + TT&L. *See dealer for details. Leasing W.A.C. thru Volkswagen Credit. Expires 7/31;05

• 4Yr/50,000 ·Mile Bumper-To-Bumper warrantv
• 5Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain warrantv

J.·,

Side Curtain Airbags, ABS, Keyless Remote,
Alarm Pwr Pkg, Monsoon, Sunroof; Alloys
and Much More!

$297

* 48 mo. lease plus tax. Total due at signing is $268 which includes security deposit, PLUS first

payment + TT&L. See dealer for details; Leasing W.A.C. thru Volkswagen Credit. Expires 7/3V05

HUGE SELECTION OF 20TH ANNIVERSARY
MODELS AVAILABIE! HURRY WHILE THEY LAST!

2005 NEW BEETLE GLS
CONVERTIBLE

2005ALL NEW
PASSAT GL
LEASE FOR

BIG SELECTION!

PER MONTH+
MONTHLY TAX f'ASSll WAGONS
FOR 48 MONTHS ARE NOW HEREI .

* 48 mo. lease plus tax. Total due at signing is $297 which includes security deposit, PLUS first

payment + TT&L. See dealer for details. Leasing W.A.C thru Volkswagen Credit. Expires 7/3V05

. • 4Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper Warrantv
• 5Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain warrantv

P/Top, P/Locks, P/Windows, Tilt,
Cruise, Keyless Remote, CD
& Much More!

PER MONTH

GoTonlessl
.

* 48 mo.

lease plus tax. Total due at signing is $295, which includes security deposit, PLUS first
payment +TT&L. See dealer for details. Leasing WA.C. thru Volkswagen Credit. fxpires 7/3V05.

·• 4Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper warrantv
• 5Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain warrantv

Warranty up to 5 years! See Safesperson for Details. Interest Rates as low as 2.9%. See Salesperson for Details. Expires 7/31/05

CENTRAL FL's ONLY WOLFSBURG CREST CLUB MEMBER
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·What's in the news at
colleges around the country

Monday after Reyes' son was
swept away by a strong undertow in waist-deep water.
Officials rescued 10 of the 12
people stuck in the current
including Reyes' son. But Reyes
and Alex Tapia, 26, of Worcester, Mass., were pulled unconscious from the water and pronounced dead.
Police say that area of water
was restricted because of the
current, but lifeguards had gone
off duty around 6 p.m.

Columbus teens get college
credit by baking tasty treats
COLUMBUS, Miss. "Sweet." For today's youth, it
has become one of those
cute buzzwords that means
far more than its original
definition. For them, sweet
does not necessarily mean
something with sugar or
even something that can be
gauged by the taste buds. It's .
anything good, anything
desirable, positive or.fun.
Now, some students who
are attending classes during
summertime are learning
that education can be really
sweet - literally and figuratively.
Students at the Mississippi
Governor's
School
enrolled in the Sweet
Dreams class are cooking
and eating their creations candies, pies, cakes and a
variety of fun desserts. And,
they are having fun doing so
while racking up credits for
college.
Teachers have !mown for
years that a cornucopia of
valuable academic and life
skills - from math and
physical science to communication skills, teamwork
and how to follow instructions ~ are honed in the
kitchen, in preparation of
food.
Admission to the Mississippi. Governor's School is
highly competitive. Students
must have an ''K.' average,
and the equivalent of a 25
compbsite score on the ACT
college entrance exam.

Lack of four-year programs
makes transferring standard
TULSA, Okla. - More
than half the students at
Tulsa Community College
transfer to other Oklahoma
colleges to get their degrees.
TCC is a two-year college,
but several universities have
branch campuses that offer
junior- and senior-level
classes and graduate studies, ·
making Tulsa a city of transfer students.
Tulsa has no four-year
public college. If students
start college in Tulsa and
want to get bachelor's
degrees at public universities, they have to transfer.
College officials across
Oklahoma work to make the
· transition between schools
"as seamless as possible,"
they and their written transfer agreements say.
John T. Kontogianes,
TCC's executive vice president and chief academic officer, said up to 60 hours from
a community college can
transfer to another public,
Oklahoma college.
TCC has six general
agreements with colleges to
make transfers seamless, and
it has 33 agreements for its
academic programs to feed
into programs at other
schools.
Several current and former TCC students said
almost all of their classes
would or did transfer.

Law schools doing more to
increase minority enrollment
CLEVELAND - Facing
stagnantly low numbers of
minorities in their ranks, law
schools across the .country
are reaching out to minority
students at earlier levels even elementary school.
Between 2000 and 2004,
.the number of minority law
school students hovered
around 21 percent. And only
about 10 percent of practicing attorneys are minorities,
according to the U.S. Census
Bureau.
Case Western Reserve
University School of.Law is
among those trying to flesh
out its minority rank~. The
school just wrapped up a
two-week summer legal
academy for high school students.
Amber Stinnett, a student
at Shaw High School in East
Cleveland, attended the
Case Western program this
suminer in hopes of fulfilling
her dream of becoming a
lawyer.
Some say the dearth of
minority legal professionals
the
negatively
affects
nation's leadership because
of the high number of lawmakers who come from the
ranks of the American Bar
Association, which is 89 percent white.
(
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Have You Considered
an MIS Major?

Strong quake shakes Indonesia's
Sumatra island, incites panic

HADI MIZBAN I ASSOCIATED PRESS

Iraqi security stand guard outside Bahrain's embassy in Baghdad on Tuesday. Bahraini diplomat
Ha'ssan Malallah Al-Ansari was shot in the shoulder on his way to work in western Baghdad.
FROM A2

regional military presence.
Alliance members Uzbekistan and Kyrgyzstan both host
U.S. bases whose troops are
involved in Afghanistan.
·
The Shanghai Cooperation
Organization, at a summit in
the Kazakh capital, said in a
declaration that a withdrawal
date should be set in light of
what it said was a decline of
actl.ve fighting in Afghanistan.
The Kremlin did not object
when Uzbekistan and Kyrgyzstan, which are former Soviet

republics that Moscow regards
historically as part of its sphere
of influence, agreed to host U.S.
troops.

Two men die trying to save boy·
from Atlantic riptide current
HAMPTON, N.H. - Two
men died after trying to rescue
a 10-year-old boy who had been ·
pulled into the Atlantic Ocean
by a powerful rlptide at a popular Seacoast tourist spot.
Officials said Carlos Reyes,
35, of Marlboro, Mass., and
about 10 other p~ople went info
restricted waters around 6 p.m

JAKARTA, Indonesia - A
magnitude-6.7 earthquake
rocked a large swath of
Indonesia's Sumatra Island on
Tuesday, shaking buildings and
causing panic, witnesses and
meteorological officials said
_There were no immediate
·reports of injuries or damage.
The quake struck off the
west coast of the island at 8:52
a.m local time and was "strongly felt," across west Sumatra
and outlying islands, said Budi
Waluyu, from the government's
geophysical and meteorological
agency.
Callers to el-Shinta radio station from Medan, a large city on
Sumatra, said tall buildings
shook and some residents ran
from their homes.

MIS Career Offers:

The average starting salary for Management
Information Systems graduates is $42,084.
Excellent career opportunities with such companies as
Oracle, Universal, Lockheed, Hewitt, and many more.

OP.EN HOUSE
Friday, July 16 at a·a m
Pegasus Ballroom, Student Union
For more information on the
Management Information Systems Major~

visitthe MIS Department Web site at:
"'-~-----
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www.bils.ucf.edu/mis

Hartzler happy to
return as Miss UCF
FROM Al

The reign}ng Miss UCF said
the pageant atmosphere was a
friendly one.
"I look very highly upon the
UCF women, of course," Hartzler said. "Everyone had their
distinct quality that made them
different with something they
brought to the table. I lmow in
retrospect, in looking at what
they chose, that I didn't possess
that quality. Every woman there
was different and I thought
everyone was very friendly and
very nice. It wasn't a typical pageant experience."
_
Ifgiven the chance to take on
her competition again, Hartzler
concedes she might have
changed her approach.
"I would have been more traditional, but that would have
meant being a different person,"
Hartzler said. "I wore a pantsuit
in the interview, and that's not
typically something people do. I
wore an evening gown that is
tie-dyed colored with rhinestones on the top, which is very

different. And I did a stylized
jazz dance routine, which was
edgy. In order for me to have
done better at this level with
this set of judges, I should have
been a little more traditional
and probably should have done
a musical theater-style jazz routine. That wouldn't have been
me and I'm glad I didn't do it,
but it's probably something I
should have done to appeal to
these judges."
For now, Hartzler will get
back to the books for her final
year at UCF. Aside from her
pageant ambitions she's been
active on campus between her
role on the Knight Moves dance
team and the President's Leadership Council.
Said Hartzler: ''What's next?
A fantastic year serving as Miss
UCF, and I'm really excited
about that. I get to stay here in
Orlando and finish up my senior year at UCF and, in addition
to serving as Miss UCF, serve as
a PLC chair, which is an incred~
ible honor, too. I would have
missed out on that had I
become Miss Florida"

'

'

· Problem-free budget aim of Senate's campaign for education ·
FROM Al

conferences or receive more
opportunities. The easy part
should be requesting money
from SGA and using us as the
·:> resource we're meant to be."
)Vith that in mind, he has set
the wheels in motion for creatf
ing a better teaching system for
new senators and students alike.
White's intentions aren't based
upon a lack of faith in his fellow
°1' ' senators but merely the fact that
SGA has more new senators

this year than in years past.
. "Normally we have a
turnover rate of about eight or
nine senators, but this year we
have 12 new senators," he said.
·~ost a third of our Senate is
being turned over and the best
way to keep things rolling as
well as they are right now is to
get them trained and ready for ·
this new budget."
SGA already has a system for
teaching all senators about
funding and allocations, but
White would like to see more

attention on every detail to
assure a smo.o th ride through
the next fiscal year. He also feels
t}lat students and campus
organizations shouldn't only ·
rely on SGA for funding. He
wants to show all of them that
there are other avenues they
can pursue to receive even
more funding.
"Another thing that SGA is
trying to do is not only help the
students but point them in· the
right direction as far as graduate
and undergraduate fun~g," he

said. "A lot of people come in work on compiling a book for
and don't know where they can the student body to explain how
get money. SGA shouldn't be the funding process works. He
the only answer. They should be said it will be a step-by-step proable to talk to the faculty in their cedure of how to go about askcollege about opportunities."
ing for and receiving money;
White wants to begin within upon completion the book will
the next week is very confident be sent out to all campus organthat all of the experienced sena- izations.
tors and cabinet members will . ."The reason why we have
be able to get their points senators and student leaders go
across.
through this process is so we
In order to better educate the can better understand and at the
clubs and organizations, White same time try to find the flaws
and his fellow senators will also that students are seeing," White

said. "Every year we need to get
people financially trained, but
this year we're kind of in a new
direction because we actually
have so many new senators on
board, and we're almost going
to have to reintroduce our
entire Senate to the training
process."
"The transition that we're
trying to go with is student
advocacy and making the
process as simple as possible. It
won't be easy. The only thing
we can do is educate people."

Earn up to $170/mo.
· donating plasma regularly
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Find out how thousands of students save 1SPECIAL ~10 OFFER 1
lives and earn cash by donating plasma I New Donors-Bring I
regularly. ~lasma is used to manufacture unique I· this ad for $5 extra on I
m~dicines for people with various illnesses~ I 2nd and 4th donation. I
L------..1

1900 Alafaya Trail, Suite 500 ~ www.dciplasma.com • 321-235~9100 .
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Additional $25 UCF RLA fee will apply at Pegasm; Landing. Expires 7115/05.
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Bad traffic and rising gas prices
among students' biggest gripes
Al

"Twenty dollars of that money long drive. '.'The drive is in my
goes to tolls and at least $30 routine so it doesn't seem far,"
·
ence, and I had none, so that goes to gas."
Deufel said. "I use the time to
was out. And [smaller busiJackie Deufel, a junior return phone calls,. catch up
nesses] like Starbucks and majoring in general business, with my family and listen to
music on my iPod."
bookstores have way too
Kermitz, who lives in a
many applicants at a time."
dorm, uses it as her "alone
When she applied at Holtime."
lister she had no idea how
horrendous traffic would be.
"Sometimes it is the only
time during the day that I get to
"I get stuck in rush.hour trafspend by myself," Kermitz said.
fic every day on toll road
528," Kermitz said. "I am conDue to the difficulty of finding a job close to school, Deufel
stantly late. Thankfully I have
embraces the fad that she has
an understanding boss who
two dependable jobs. "There
knows how far away I live,
are so m.any students tying to
and so they let it slide."
find work at the same time,"
One miserable afternoon,
Deufel said. "By finding a job
Kermitz ran out of gas while
farther awaY, I was able to avoid ·
stuck in bumper-to-bumper
the competition and found two
traffic. "I had enough gas to
secure jobs without any effort."
make it to work if traffic was
decent," Kermitz said. "But
She has also benefited from
the experience. "By working at
traffic on 528 was backed up
for miles. I s·a t there for too
Disney, I have made friends
from all over the country,"
long, my gas tank emptied
Deufel said. "I have met a lot of
and all of a sudden I was
different personalities."
stranded on the side of the
She 'also believes that venhighway."
- RON ZOLKOWER
UCF AD/PR GRADUATE
turing away from the college
Her boyfriend arrived an
scene does her some good. "I
hour later with gas, but she
am able to get away for a while
was forced to skip wor~om
and be me."
pletely.
Ori Friday afternoon Ke·r ·Like Kermitz, Christy works long hours at two jobs.
She drives 40 miles to Walt mitz rushes frantically to get
McMahon has endured her
own share of rush hour traf- Disney World and 25 miles to dressed and ready for work.
Hollister in The Florida Mall.
She hops in her car an hour
fic frustrations.
McMahon, a junior major- Between her two jobs she aver- and a half early and hopes that
ing in psychology, struggled' ages $30 a week on gas and $25 traffic isn't as bad as yesterday. .
Even though the distance and
for a year to find a job near on tolls.
Deufel,
who
spends traffic seem annoying, she tries
campus. "I applied to two different places on campus and between one and a half to two to shrug it off.
·~t least I have a job,'' Kera bunch of hotels around the hours on the road each day, has
·
become accustomed to the mitz said.
area," McMahon said.
Last May, after a year of
searching,
McMahon's
uncontrollable
shopping
habits left her with an empty
wallet. With no job prospects
in the UCF area, she was
forced to travel a half hour to
the Victoria's Secret in the
·uDetoxify" Ouners
•Hand Blown 6llSs
• Phat Pyrex Pipes
Mall at Millenia. "I hated the
·Wood
Pipes
•Scales
•
Cera!llP/At,rylie
drive," McMahon said. "But
• Metal Pipes
•Hookahs
•Incense/Pipe <leaner
t.h e places far from campus
, ·Water Pipes
• Body Jewelry
• Sherlocks/Bubblers
were the ones hiring."
One sunny summer morn~
ing her typical rush hour
drive turned into one big
headache. McMahon was
rear-ended by an impatient
driver on state Road 408.
McMahon's car survived
the incident unscathed, but it
made her rethink her daily
...Are All of Your Days Cloudy?
·job commute. "I was afraid
that next time there would be
• Sad, worthless or guilty
damage to my car," ·McMa• Trouble eating or sleeping ·
hon said. "I 'knew my small
income would not be worth
• No motivation
the money my pqrents would
• Difficulty concentrating
have to pay for repairs and
insurance. It made me uncer• Feeling downhearted or blue
"
tain of whether the job was
worth the drive, and so I quit
If you are experieijcing any of these symptoms, you may be depressed. Dr .Linda Harper of
CNS Healthcare in Orlando, who has conducted over 70 FDA approved clinical trials, is
· shortly after."
'
conducting a medical research study for individuals 18-80 years of age who are
McMahon still remains
experiencing the symptoms of depression. If you enter the study, all study·related medical
without a job.
care will be provided at no charge and you may be compensated up to $350 for time and
Ron Zolkower, an advertravel.
tising and public. relations
graduate, has also experiCNS Healthcare strives to Improve the lives of everyone experiencing depression. Research is
the answer to finding new treatment options. Call today.for.more information •
. enced the commuter blues.
When he first enrolled iat
407-425-5100
UCF he struggled to find a
1-877.;926-5 l 00
job. He applied to Chili's, Calwww.cnshealthcare.com
ifornia Pizza Kitchen, T.G.I.
Friday's, Longhorn Steakhouse and Best Buy, just to
name a few.
Tired of hearing "employment full" over and . over
again, he tried applying in the
Lake Mary area. After striking out there as well, he
decided he needed to .look a
little farther. He found a job
at Hot Topic in The Florida
Mall. "When you are looking
to pay the bills, it is extremely difficult to find a job unless
you branch out," Zolkower
said.
While attempting to ·driv~
to work one afternoon, his
30-minute commute turned
into a three-hour ordeal: "I
was stuck in Orlando rush
hour traffic," Zolkower said.
"By the time I finally ·m ade it
to work I was really late and
wanted to pull my hair out."
Student commuters are
faced with more than just
traffic and car problems.
With gas prices continuously
on the rise, and UCF suro.f
rounded by toll roads, a partCentral
time job can turn out to be
Florida
very costly.
Zolkower, who worked
five days a week at Hot Topic,
averaged $15 in ·tolls and $30
in gas a week. "The job wasn't really worth the amount I
paid to commute," Zolkower
said. "I normally workeq my
first hour for free to pay for
what it cost me [to get there
and home]. So in the long run
it gave me money, but not as
much as it should have."
Kermitz, who averages
four days a week at Hollister,
< agrees. "I make around $200
a week," Kermitz said.
FROM

"When you are
looking to pay
the bills, it is
extremely
difficult to find
ajob unless
you branch
,out."

Depression
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He tried out last
sumn1er with the
Boston Celtics.

f

Last season he played
professionally
in Amsterdam,.

Only a

This sununer
he will try out with
the Orlando Magic.

matter
of time:
C-USAis

,

ontheway

,JI

Previewing a new era
in UCF sports history
ANDY VASQUEZ
Sports Editor

In celebration of the Knights making
the transition to Conference USA earlier this month, the Future will be previewing the Knights' future conference
foes throughout the month of July. Last
week we previewed the University cif
Houston.
Check
it
out
on
www.ucfnews.com.

East Carolina University
l

.\

ECU is a school of just under 20,000
students located in Greenville, N.C.
The Knights weren't the only ones
with struggles on the football field last
year, as ECU definitely finished last season with a sour taste in it's mouth. ECU
may not be switching conferences this
year, but there is.a new era beginning in
Greenville. The Pirates hired Skip
Holtz, the son of
former South Carolina Coach Lou
Holtz, to lead the
team starting this
fall, as ECU will
hope to improve
on its 2-9 record
from a season ago.
The high point
Days until UCF football's
in that season first
game of the season
came on Homeat South Carolina.
coming for the
Pirates, as they
ended their fourgame losing streak
to capture their
first win of the season, 27-25 over Days until UCF footbal)'s
Tulane.
first C-USA game of the
Their
only
season vs. Marshall.
other victory came
two weeks later with a 10-point victory
in Greenville over Army.
UCF should be competitive when it
travels north to face the Pirates on Oct.
29. In the fifth meeting between the two
programs, and the rrrst in more than
nine years, the Knights will be looking
to pick up their first-ever victory over
the Pirates.
In men's basketball, the Pirates will
be starting a new era as well with the
promotion of former Assistant Coach
Ricky Stokes to the head coach position.
Stokes will guide a , Pirates squad
coming off a disappointing season.
ECU went 9-19 overall, picking up only
four wins in C-USA coriference play.
The Pirates especially struggled on the
road, winning only three of their 15 contests as visitors. The Knights and
Pirates last met up on the hardwood in
2001 in Greenville, as UCF notched
their second victory over ·ECU in two
years. The Knights are 2-0 vs. ECU basketball all-time.
Women's basketball also st~ggled
last year at ECU, finishing with a final

Countdown
toC-USA

A

CFF ARCHIVE P~OTO

In his two years with the Knights, Dexter Lyons was easily the most dynamic scoring option. His athletic _ability, trademark 'fro and likeable personality make him a fan favorite throughout the UCF nation.

CATCHING UP WITH
.

.

·~

DEXTER
Former UCF star finds himself back in
Orlando, trying to attain his dreams

·where has
Dexter been?
• Boston Celtics: In the
summer of last year, fresh
out of school at UCF Lyons
played with the Boston
Celtics in the NBA's Reebok
Vegas Summer League.
• Omni World: Lyons traveled to the Netherlands
where he played for a pro
team located just outside
of Amsterdam: He led the
league in scoring for much
of the season.
• Orlando Magic: Currently
Lyons is on the Magic's
summer league team and
is heading back to Vegas
tomorrow. Look for Dexter ·
on NBA TV nextTuesday,
when the Magic play the
Mavericks and next
Wednesday against the
Wizards.

ANDY VASQUEZ
Sports Editor

'
exter Lyons is the kind of person who is always looking
for a
sign.
.
·
A sign of good things to come, or a hidden lesson in an
otherwise less than desirable situation.
·
So the fact that in the last year basketball pas taken Lyons
all over the world, and he's wound up back where it all started, in Orlando, can't be a bad sign.
The self proclaimed ''Knight for Life" who made the afro famous around
campus, just c,m't stay away from UCF.
·
After a year full of lessons Lyons is back, seeking to fulfill a lifelong dream.
With a little help from his old coach, Kirk Speraw, Lyons has earned a spot
on the Orlando Magic this summer, playing in the Reebok Vegas Summer.
League.
After calling Speraw last week to ask the Knights' coach ifhe had any suggestions for where he could play this summer, Lyons received good news. Within
days, the fomier Knight, who was visiting family in his native Atlanta, was headed back to Orlando, with a spot on the summer squad with the Magic.
Lyons joins Mark Jones, another former UCF standout, who with the Magic
PLEASE SEE
_).

LYONS ON A8

PLEASESEE

MARSHALL ON A8

Men's basketball. signs another seasoned player for fatJ..
jQnior college transfers have been a key to the
Knights' successful run over the past two seasons
ANDY VASQUEZ
Sports Editor

Over the last few years, the formula
for success for the UCF men's bas.ketball
team has had a lot to do with former junior college standouts. Do the names Dexter Lyons, Kingsley Edwards, and Gary
Johnson ring a bell? All are former UCF
stars who came to the Knights from twoyear schools as juniors.
This Fall as the Knighti;; make the transition into Conference USA, UCF will
apparently continue to use the same formula for success.
Last Wednesday, Knights Coach Kirk
Speraw announced that Lavell Payne; a
former forward at Tallahassee Commu.

)

nity College, has signed a National Letter
of Intent to:play for UCF this Fall.
"Lavell is a great addition to the UCF
basketball family," Speraw said in a statement released last week. "He is a versatile player who will be a key factor as we
move to Conference USA this upcoming
year."
Payne, a. 6-foot-8-inch forward who
started every game last year for the TCC
Eagles, scored 12.1 points per game and
led the team with his 39 blocks on the
season. He will also bring some help on
the boards for the Knights, as he averaged nearly nine rebounds a game last
season.
An All-Panhandle Conference First
'

I

Team selection after last year, Payne also
played in the first-ever Florida Community College Activities Association AllStar Game netting 14 points and five
rebounds.
Payne will give the Knights some
much-needed depth in the post. He will
join seniors Anthony Williams and Marcus Johnson, both key factors in the
Knights' postseason run last year and
both junior college transfers. The former
TCC standout will also help to eqse the
loss 0f UCF alumnus Marcus Avant, who
was a pivotal part of UCF's midseason
turnaround last year.
Payne, a Fort Lauderdale native, was a
star at Dillard High School, where he
helped lead his team to the 2003 Class 6A
State Championship. That year, as a senior, he was a McDonald's All-America
nominee and1All-Broward County honPLEASE SEE

PAYNE ON A8

CFF ARCHIVE PHOTO

UCF Coach Kirk Speraw has used experienced players as the catalyst for his team's success recently.

Lyons makes it a habit
.to exceed expectations
FROM
I

Al
\.

last year became the first UCF
graduate ever to play a game in
the NBA. The squad started
practicing on Sunday and so far
Lyons is impressed with what
he has seen.
"[Magic Coach] Brian Hill is
a great coach," Lyons said. "That
guy is an old school coach, and
he practices it right until it's
done."
Over the last year Lyons has
gotten plenty of practice, playing against some NBA stars, and
peating up on opponents overseas.
: After graduating from UCF
last May, Lyons headed up to
'Soston, to work out with the
Celtics and play for them in the
same summer league. With the
Celtics Lyons f~lt he never had
the opportunity to prove himself, but he also took some valuable lessons from the experience.
' "I kind of rushed everything,
because of anxiety," Lyons said.
"I Kept going like 100 miles per
hour. And Doc Rivers and
Danny Ainge and Coach Speraw told me, when they came out
to watch a couple practices, 'just
take a deep breath, slow down."
When the summer waS over,
the Celtics let him go, but Lyons
was still grateful for the experien~e of being critiqued by such
knowledgeable
basketball
minds, and used it as a stepping
stone.
Last fall Lyons headed to the
Netherlands to play professional basketball for a team just outside of Amsterdam called Omni
World. Lyons had a great season, leading the league in scoring for most of the season,

building confidence along the for me to show them that - hey,
way.
I'm a good player, and I do what"Overseas taught me about ever it takes to get the job done."
patience," · Lyons said. "Over
It woulqn't be the first time
there they think a lot when they that Lyons surprised those who
play, so it just kind of taught me underestimated him. The 6to slow down my game and foot-6 forward spent his first
think about what I'm doing."
two years of college at Daytona
Lyons said that scoring was a · Beach Community College,
little bit easier overseas, com- where he was primarily a post
pared to the competition he player.
Lyons transformed into a
faced in the NCAA for two
years as a Knight.
defensive stopper in his first
"Over ~ere, they don't really year at UCF, but the transition
get the concept of playing good, into the dynamic scorer that
sound defense," Lyons said. "So · everyone has come to know
I was able to break them down didn't come until his senior
with the easy jab move, pull up year.
for a [jumper], or go to the hole
·~ far as the playing ability,
and dunk."
nobody really thought I do all
For Lyons, who had never that" Lyons said. "I always knew
been to Europe before, playing I could, but nobody else thought
professional basketball overseas that It's just all about timing."
provided more to him than
Lyons credits his transforincreasing his basketball skills, mation to a the help he received
it allowed him to witness differ- from the UCF coaching staff of
ent cultures first hand
Speraw, and assistants Craig
"If you could be in all the · Brown, Dwight Evans, and Tom
places in the world," Lyons said. Schuberth.
"I got to be in Amsterdam, one
. "I tip my hat offto those UCF
of the greatest cities I've ever assistants," Lyons said. "Those
seen in my life."
guys aJ1 looked out for me in difIn his basketball travels ferent ways."
Lyons also got to see Germany
If basketball doesl)'t work .
and Belgium. Lyons said his out for Lyons, who received his
favorite city in Europe was bachelor's in liberal studies
Antwerp, partly because they with a focus in psychology,
had a McDonalds that actually Lyons says he would like to be a
serves breakfast, according to guidance counselor.
him a rare sight in Europe.
"I love working with kids
Now, back on the other side that are younger than ~e,"
of the Atlantic, Lyons is focused Lyons said. ·~ct tell them what
on putting his best foot forward college is going to be like.
for the Magic. But Lyons knows - I'm going to be straight-forhow hard it is to make the regu- ward with them, because that's
lar season squad.
what they need, not somebody
"I'm not going to say it's a that's going to bite around the
good chance," Lyons said. bullet. I'm going to tell them
"Because I'm realistic about how it is, whether they like it or
things, but its an opportunity not." ·

Marshall will be .a familiar face
in a new ~ra for the Knights
FROM

Al

record overall record ofl0-18.
The Pirates had a solid year
in baseball advancing to the
NCAA Regional despite a disappointing performance in the
C-USA tournament. The
Pirates will be one of the better
teams the Knights see on the
diamond in C-USA.

Marshall University
The Thundering Herd joins
the Knights as newcomers to
C-USA this season, as both
teams defected from the East
Division of the MAC Conference in football Out of all the
C-USA opponents the Knights
will face in the coming years on
the football field, they will be
most familiar with the Herd,
primarily because of the
encounters between the two in
the past.
_ Those past meetings with
the Herd have not been the best
: of memories for the Knights. A
20-3 loss in West Vrrginia last

year dropped the Knights to 03 against Marspall, all of those
losses coming in the last three
years. The Knights will badly
want to beat the Herd this season when they come to the Citrus Bowl on Sept. 24, for the
Knights frrst-ever game in CUSA.
Last year the Herd had a
seemingly mediocre season
finishing with a 6-6 record, but
it turned.out to be a pretty good
finish for the Herd, considering
they started the season losing
their first tliree games.
One of the defining
moments of Marshall's season
last year came in week two, in a
game against the No. 9 team in
the country at the time, Ohio
State. The Herd hung tough
with the Buckeyes, keeping the
game close to the end, and
eventually falling to Ohio State
24-21.
The Herd finished up the
s.e ason going 6-2, qualifying
them for the Fort Worth Bowl,
where they fell to Cincinnati.

In order for the Knights to
beat the Herd this year, they
will have to be at the top of
their game on the gridiron.
Last year was a struggle for
the Marshall men on the basketball court. They had a hard
time winning all season long,
finishing with a record of 6-22,
only picking up three wins in
their conference. The Knights
should be competitive against
the Herd in men's basketball
The women's basketball
team at Marshall leaves the
MAC conference on top, taking
the MAC Championship last
year. They surely will give the
women at UCF all they can
handle in the coming seasons
inC-USA.
Pick up next week's edition
of the Future when we take a
look at C-USA mainstay Memphis and fellow conference
newcomer Rice University. For
all the latest news on the
Knights' move to Conference
USA visit us on the Web at
www.ucfnews.com.
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!Payne gives Knights depth in the post

LSAT

higher
test scores
guaranteed
or your money back**

•

GMAT
GRE
MCAT
DAT
OAT
PSAT
SAT
ACY-

Attend all required classes or make-up sessions, complete all scheduled tests, and do
your homework. If your score doesn't improve on test day from your Kaplan diagnostic
or a prior official test score, you can choose to repeat our program for free or get a
full refund of your tuition:"* It's that ~imple.

••

LSAT: Classes Begin 7/10/05, 8/23/05, & 8/24/05
GMAT: Classes Begin 7/26/05, 9/18/05, & 11/9/05
GRE: Classes Begin 8/25/05, 9/7/05, & 9/17/05
DAT & OAT: Classes Begin 8/20/05 & 11/3/05

World Leader in Test Prep
and Admissions

KAPLAN
• Test names are registered trademarks of their respective owners.

**To be eligible for this offer, you must be enrolled in Kaplan 's
full classroom, tutoring, or onllne courses. In addition, you
must present a copy of your official score report and your
course materials within 90 days.

1-800-KAP·TEST
kaptest.com

<.

STONEYBROOI(
IT'S YOUR

HOME
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arable mention.
Payne will join freshman
guard Jermaine Taylor of
Tavares, Fla., who signed with
the Knights earlier this year.
,,... Last season was impressive
.: for UCF. The KJ;J.ights went 24-

9, advancing to the NCAA the NCAA Tournament. UCF
Tournament after winning the overcame a 19-point second
A-Sun Championship for the half deficit, outscoring the
second straight season and ·Huskies oy 10 points in the last
final time.
20 minutes.
The Knights hope to build
The highlight o/ the season
was the KI)ights six-point loss on their performance against
to
defending
champion UConn next fall, as UCF
UConn in the first round of begins a new era in C-USA.

"I

ID Required
FRIDAY AND
SATURDAY
·(
I

live

Entertainment

Call tor Into
...

~-~·-··

.. SMOKEE_ l
TAVEHN_./
WEDNESDAYS

Open Mic Night
with Ramez ·

THURSDAYS

Karaoke
SUNDAY

ALLERGIES?
B·o ard Certified _Allergist
Located on Alafaya Trail
1 mile south of UCF

~Allergy &'Asthma Center
~
.
of East Orlando

SMOKERS WELCOME

Boyce A. Hornberger, MD, FAAAAI
3151 N. Alafaya Trail, Ste 103
Phone: 407-380-8700

CLASS A PLACE

·~rVvw.eastorlandoallergy;com

Blues Jam, 5 - 9 p.m~

~~~NoroRr~~-

407-271-7665

(12727 East Colonial Drive• Orlando, Florida

(At 408 & E. Colonial)

Additional location in Oviedo
J

Mo·ndaYc- Friday ANYTIME/
FOR YOU MATH MAJORS THAT'S JUST
OVER 17 BUCKS AFTER 2:00pm
Offer Expires 7 / 31 / 2005

Call the Pro Shop ·f or tee times

407-384-6888
4.

.
1n1ons

--.-~

OUR STANCE

STLJOENTS C'EAL WIT~ Tl-4E LONGER OAILY COMMLJTE'5 OF . TOOAY.

G-8 summit lacks
•
•
an
canvo1ce

F

ireworks, barbecues,
swimming pools and family moroents with too
much perfection - such a time
·was had by many during the
Fourth of July weekend.
As people across the nation
watched the Live 8 concert
promoting the G-8 conference
and finding an end to global
poverty, they sat and wondered
- what am I to do?
"Every three seconds a child
dies in Africa," the mantra was
repeated every time a band
changed or a new celebrity
took the stage. Every three seconds a crusader, a vislonary, a
prophet of revolution is unable
to bring their jom,-ney past
today.
In the excess of oill gluttony,
our world is consumed by the
need for more. Even if we were ·
to be moved by a concert of
global ,equalicy and die-hard
messages; can we truly be
quenched if our patronage is
.flanked by the necessity of cell·
phones seen in commercials
every 2.5 minutes, or Web sites
overrun with senseless goods
to further our ability to "have"
to the ever increasing "havenots?"
The G-8 puts eight developed nations and their leaders
- United Kingdom, Tony Blair;
United States, George W. Bush;
Italy, Silvio Berlusconi; France,

Jacques Chirac; Japan, Junichiro
Koizumi; Canada, Paul Martin;
Russia, Vladimir Putin and
Germany, Gerhard Schroder in one room in Scotland to
change the fate of our globe's
most devastated and most
often forgotten c.o ntinent of
Africa.
·
The countries stand among
the wealthiest and most power.ful of the industrialized world.
The four-day sunullit is hosted
by the United Kingdom's Prime
Minister·Blair in Perthshire,
Scotland.
The agenda includes discussion of confirming the 100 per,cent cancellation of the debt
African nations incurred during the Cold War, reformation
of existing trade agreements;
and the reduction of poverty by
doubling aid.
Yet there is little talk of
bringing ·an African leader to
the table. Maybe allow notable
humanitarian Nelson Mandela,
former president of South
Africa, to sit in on a round of .
golf on the lovely putting green
of Perthshire?
Many Africans live ravaged
lives on less than $1 a day. A
solid.game plan established by
the Magic-8 could lead to selfsufficiency and stable
economies, thereby strengthening our own moral and eco'
nomic fiber as a global society.

Will the G-8 summit make
our activism a moot point? It's
bigger tha,njust those men; it ~
stands as an opportunity for
enlightenment and a chance for
the awakening of our potential.
Yet if we stand as silent soldiers, can we expect. our lead- .
ers to be any different? We're
plagued by a war of empty
space if we have yet to achieve
gumption on election day.
Many people will still frequent Starbucks, Gap and Disney - ·though the tenacity of
some will be waned by legions
touting "free trade and the end
of java-laden tyranny." Today
we venture outward a little
more exposed to the reality of
our seven deadly sills: silence,
greed, friction, apathY, shame,
ignorance and injustice.
July 6 stands as a journey for
all of us. It stands as a testament on the precipice of
change. It serves as active participation in saving thousands
of lives or setting free the souls
of thousands senselessly taken
before their time.
Education is our weapon,
activism our aim. In a privileged and blessed America. we
<;elebrate otir independence,
but true independence is trumpeting the voice of injustice
worldwide - what will you do
to change the world tomorrow?
Why can't you start today?

OUR STANCE

Partisan rancor an
injustice to justices
J

...

www.UCFnews.com ·Wednesday, July 6, 2005

ournalists around the
an "independent thinker" who
United States spent most · was quite often the key to final
of last week awaiting the
decisions.
. expected retirement of
While O'Connor is typically
Chief Justice William Rehnconservative in her rulings, she
quist and were shocked when
has on occasion voted in favor
Justice Sandra Day O'Connor,
of abortion and affirmative
not Rehnquist, resigned,
action.
The unexpected departure
A number of candidates are
has everyone wondering who
rumored to be on the presiPresident George W. Bush will
dent's short list as her replacenominate for the office, not to
ment, but none are more
mention exactly how ugly the
prominent than current Attorbattle to confirm his choice
ney General Alberto Gonzales.
will become.
Few will argue that Gonzales is
Experts suggest that Bush
not well qualified to assume
will surprise the nation,
the position, but his political
appointing .a candidate who is
leanings, or lack thereof, have
conservative in their interpremany up in arms.
tation of the Constitution, but
Gonzales is the type of cannot the hardcore right-winger ·
didate who is likely to be easily,
many Democrats fear.
although grudgingly, confirmed
Regardless, actions taken by by Democrats in the Senate,1..
either party to complicate the
which is exactly why hardcore
confirmation of a new justice
Republican groups are advocatwould be inappropriate and
ing for a more conservative
contrary to the nation's best
candidate. Passionate citizens
interests.
. have aligned themselves and
It seems only appropriate
mobilized on both sides.
that O'Connor's exit would be
Adding fire to the debate is
as controversial as her
the expectation that Rehnquist
entrance. Appointed by Presi- . will still retire during President
dent Ronald Reagan in 1981,
Bush's final term. Experts insist
O'Connor was the first woman
the likelihood that Bush will be
to serve on the nation's highest able to "stack the courts,"
court. Her decisions were
accomplishing what Franklin
characterized by many as
Roosevelt could not, will
unpredictable, and hers was
encourage him to be less p¥tioften the swing vote.
san in his appointment.
In the words of Sen. Dianne
Many hope to avoid the type
Feinstein, O'Connor was "pivof drawn-out process fueled by
otal on the court." The Pemoc- partisan politics that has
ratic senator from California
delayed the confirmation of
went on to praise the justice as
would-be U.N. Ambassador

John Bolton. Lindsey Graham,
a Republican senator from
South Carolina, is hoping the
Senate will take advantage of
.this opportunity to repair some
of the damage caused by the
behavior of Democrats, who
have left one of the most
important positions in the
world vacant because of partisan politics.
"Really, what I think is at
stake is the reputation of the
Senate," Graham said on Fox
News Sunday this week. "Can
we have a confirmation process
that will hold the Senate up to
the world and the nation as a
deliberative body made up of
men and women who are serious about their job, or will it
break down into some food
fight?"
.
Republican Sen. Mitch
McConnell of Kentucky, who
also appeared on the political
talk show, agreed with Graham.
He added, "What we need to
have is a fair, respectful, dignified process that makes the
Senate look good."
The president's choice to
replace O'Connor without a
doubt will be a conservative
individual. Liberal members of
the Senate have a responsibility
to improve-the poor behavior
they displayed in the confirmation of Bolton.
Let's hope the Senate can
judge the president's nominee
on his or her qualifications, not
the party on their voter identification card.

50 THEN X WALK INTO CLASS ANO .••
HEY . ARE YOU EVEN L1'5TENING

READER VIEWS
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Online degree not lesser degree

I read the editorial "From NBA to MBA,
Shaq still a winner" [June 29] with great
interest as I was also wondering the same
thing as to what Shaq would do with his
MBA degree. But I also saw it from another
perspective; that he had goals in life that he
wanted to achieve - an MBA being one of
them.
So far, so good - until I saw the part
where you state "an MBA from the University of Phoenix doesn't hold much weight
because it's only an online school" I tend to
disagree with this comment.
I do not believe that the medium in which
the education is delivered determines the
effectiveness or weight of the degree. Case in
point, UCF's own online school for engineering technology. I don't believe that if I
obtained that degree online that it would
have any less of a significance than it would
if I·obtained the same degree through my
physical presence in the classroom. .
What really separates the degree's significance is the curricula behind it. I have studied the curriculum of various online schools
and have noticed that a BSBA degree-holder
of UCF will have much more skills to offer
than say a BSBA degree-holder of University
of Phoenix - regardless of medium. My
opinion is that.any school that promotes
part-time study degrees (eight-week or less
courses) is nothing more than a diploma mill
And for various people that already have
more than the reqttisite knowledge, there is
nothing wrong with getting such degrees. But
for people that truly lack the knowledge,
these institutions ar:e doing nothing more

-A CONCERNED (AND FUTURE ONLINE) STUDENT

Checking the facts on Reagan

In your recent opinion piece on Reagan
["Reagan: The True.'Great American,'" June
29], you make a number of different claims
about the late, great commander in chief,
most of which I won't dispute because I happen to think he was a decent president.
Among the more dubious "facts" you mention, however, is that Reagan is "the·only
president who' was electe.d in a year ending
in zero not to be assassinated."
. ·
tJ
· Interesting claim, though you may want to
Google Thomas Jefferson - maybe you've
heard of him - to find that he was elected in
1800 and lived for 26 more years. Dying, I
should mention, not by the bullet, but warm
in his bed. While you're at it, look up James
Monroe (elected to a second term in 1820),
William Henry Harrison (1840), Warren G.
Harding (1920) and Franklin D: Roosevelt
(1940), all of whom managed to avoid assassination.
Perhaps you meant to say that Reagan was
the first president ib 140 years to avoid the
supposed 20-year presidential "curse" that
claimed everyone from Abe Lincoln, JFK and
the presidents in between? If so, by all means,,
say so iristead of making up "facts" because
they sound good. If the Future can't be bothered to spend five niinutes fact-checking the.~
small things, how can your readers ever trust
your paper to get the big things - the important things - right?
- MARIA DOBKIN

The Future encourages comments from readers. Letters to the editor should not exceed 300 words and must include
full name and phone number.We may edit for length, grammar, style and libel.Send letters to editor@UCFnews.com,
submit them online atwww.UCFnews.com or fax them to 407-447-4556. Questions? Call 407-447-4558.
·
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'How did you celebrate the

Fourth.of July?'

NICK BERNIER .

CHRIS DOUCETTE

JOE WISHART

Finance

Undecided

Mechanical engineering

"I ran a SK race, studied and then went
to work."

"I had a barbecue with friends."

Nursing

"I went to lake Eola."

<!eutral 3=loriba ~ture

than a .disservice.
'· · .
·• I s~ply wanted to clarify the difference!

"I shot off some fireworks and
. barbecued with friends and family."

Criminal justice

Hospitality management

"Chilled with afriend."

"I went to my parents' house."

The Cenl1aJ /l/oriJa Ftlhne is a free independent camp115 newspaper ser.ing the Uni\'ersity of Cenlrol Florida Opinions in the Future are those of die individual columnist and not necessarily those
of the editorial &aff or the Unh1'rsity Adminislralion. All conlcntis property of the Centmlll>riih Ft111ne and may not be reprinted in pan or in whole wilhout per!Tlis>ion from the publisher.
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HELEN PASTRANA

ROANNA HULL

Psychology

. Nursing

"I hling out with my friends at the
pool and then Wiltched fireworks at
Waterford lakes."

"I traveled to Oklahoma for a funeral.
But I did go on afamily boat ride · so it ~as good and bad."
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OFFICE TELEPHONE HOURS

HOW TO PLACE AN AD

SUBMISSION DEADLINE

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

By Phone: (407) 447-4555
By Fax: (407) 447-4556
By E-mail: classifieds@UCFnews.com
In Person: University Court, Suite 200

5 p.m. Mon. for Wed. issue
5 p.m. Wed. for Fri. issue

For Sale: Pets

400 Services

500
525
550
600
700

Events
Events: Greek Life
Events: UCF
Travel
Worship
800 Miscellaneous
900 Wanted
999 lost & Found

OFFICE MAILING ADDRESS
3361 Rouse Road #200
Orlando, FL 32817

Univ. Blvd. & Rouse behind Chick-Fil-A

PAYMENT METHODS

Cash, Check, Mastercard
VISA, AMEX, Discover

(407) 447-4555 • classifieds@UCFnews.cpm

Bartenders wanted.
$300 a day potential.
.<
No experience necessary!
Training provided. Age 18 + OK.
Call 1·800-965-6520 ext 107. '
Earn up to $80 for p·articipation in
an educational research experiment,
Flexible schedule; in Research Park
Requires ·2, 3-4 hour sessions
For info: 407-380-4990 or 380-4645

6200 International Drive
Orlando, FL 32819
Orlando's BIGGEST & BEST
Water Theme Park
is accepting applications
for the following entry-.level jobs:

• Ride Operator
• Lifeguard·
•Food & Beverage:
Cooks and Cashiers

•Front Gate
•Merchandise Cashier
•Warehouse
•Security
Appy in person at the ·
·Human Resource Department
6200 International Drive
Orlando, Fl 32819
Or Call Melissa@ 407-354-2085

PLATO'S CLOSET
Hiring sales associates and assistant
manager for gently used clothing
store. 321-287-1882
platos_orlando@yahoo.com.
Receptionist/office assistant wanted
for real estate office on University
Blvd near UCF. Needs PT help w/
phones, direct mall preparation, &
website maintenance.
Fax resumes to 407-658-0600.
PART-TIME - Make your own hours.
High income potential. Call
(321) 332-5250

Huey Magoos Chicken Tenders
Is now hiring servers, cashiers, and
kitchen positions.
Apply In person. 407-9n-0213
www.HueyMagoos.com

WE LOVE OUR JOB!
Up to $80k/yr commissions.
LEADERS CAN EARN
Up to $2001</yr commissions.
We offer:
•wealth building for you
and your family
•Free qualified leads
•immediate weekly cash
•Monthly cash bonuses
•Fast track to advancement
•stock ownership pro ram
•No MLM
Call Monday only 1Oam-Spm.
407-363-6900
www.rleblanc.mw-career.com
. CA21607S
Courtesy/Security Officer positions
available for 2nd & 3rd shifts. Licenses
and school costs reimbursed. Great Pay
and Benefits. Lake Buena Vista area.
Good Transportation a must Fax
inquiries to 407-658-6103

AD RATES

ientnf 1lotiba "1tutt Seminole Chronicle
UCF's award-winning newspaper Serving Oviedo and Winter Springs,
published twice-weekly. _
distributed every Friday.

• Classified line ads are published in both the Future and the Chronicle

• Local rates from only $8 a week, student rates from $4 a week
• Economic way to be placed in up to 40,000 weekly issues
• Reaching Oviedo, Winter Springs, UCF and East Orlando
·Ads also viewable online 24 hours aday

Orlando Harley-Davidson

Mystery Shoppers

Career Opportunities
•Accounting
•Motorcycle Sales
•Rental Counter Sales
. •Ge}leral Merchandise Sales
•warehouse Associate
Apply in person at
3nO 37th St., Orlando
or forward your resume
with cover letter to
hr@orlandoharley.com
Visit our website at
www.orlandoha_rley.com

Needed for work at local stores
No exp reqd/Tralnlng provided
Up to $19 per hour
Immediate openings FT/PT
Call 1-888•898-4124

NASCAR Official Store
Job fair/open interviews for store
management and PT sales positions.
Dates: July 5th, 6th, and 7th.
Time: 8:00am -11:00am
and 2:00pm - 4:00pm.
Location: The Wyndham Orlando
Resort, 8001 International Drive, ,
In the Oleander A room.

Two Men and a Truck is looking for
FT/PT team members to move
residential/commercial customers.
Must be neat in appear;mce, have
clean driving record, strong work ethic, &
exc. customer skills. We offer excellent
wages+ tips & bonuses. 407-816-0915.
We are located west of the airport
at, 2901 McCoy Rd, between
Conway and Orange Ave.
Servers wanted PT/FT. No exp.
necessary. Energetic people with
positive attitudes. Only 20 min. from
UCF. Come .in between 10 and 2.
The Briarpatch Restaurant
252 Park Ave N. Call 407-628-8651

Sales
Money Motivated. Phone experience
Helpful. Only 20 hrs/wk. 5-9p.m.
Mon-Fri $300-600 + other bonuses.
Call Nick 407-467-4102.

Pfr Doggy Daycare Position.
Must Love Dogs.
Vet/Kennel Exp. a plus!
...www.dogdayafternoon.net..•
Call 407-628-3844.
MOONWALK DELIVERY DRIVER
NEEDED. Mostly weekend work.
Delivery & pickup of moqnwalks and
other party supplies. Make $20+ per
delivery. Must have pickup/SUV for
deliveries & valid drivers license/proof of
insurance. Call 407-810-4003.

VALEI PARKING ATTENDANT
FT/PT weekdays. Must Drive Stick,
Professional Appearance. Hourly +
tips. Immediate Openings. Call Steve
407-303-8025, leave message.

<:

Pegasus Pointe, UQF Affiliated Housing,
is seeking motivated, high-energy
student applicants for temporary summer
maintenance positions and part .time
LWAs for the resident assistant
program. Fax resumes by July 15 to
(407)384-9060 attn: Scott Orphan.
Never work Sundays again!
Now hiring smiling faces for daytime
hours at Chick-Iii-A on Tuskawilla Rd.
Flexible schedule, competitive wages.
Please contact Kelly @ 407-696-8333.

Live-In Nanny, Waterford Area
Free room and board in exchange for a
few hours a day childcare. Salary
available. Call 321-303-8470.
Valet Parking Attendants needed.
Summer position available for Orlando
area. Call (407) 616-3296
Christian Preschool Afternoon Teachers
(3:00-6:00 p.m.), and substitute .teachers
needed for Union Park Christian School,
10301 East Colonial Drive, Orlando. If
you love children and the Lord, call
407-282-0551 .

Bilingual Reps Also Needed for the Orlando Locationl
English/Spanish

Call for an interview:
Orlando 407-243-9400 ·Winter Park 407-673-9700

DISCOVER
ORLANDO SANFORD
l.NTERNATIONAL Al RPO RT
Accepting applications for:
SWISSPORT USA, INC.

NOW HIRING
All
Positio'
n
s,
All
Locations!!
Applebee's team members enjoy competitive wages with .
great benefits, flexible scheduling and real advancement
opportunities.

·Orlando Locations:
UCF
12103 Collegiate Way
Orlando, Florida
407-282-205.5
.GM: Tony O'Neil

Heathrow
7055 CR46A
Lake Mary, Florida
407-444-9930
GM: Bobby Shomo

Maitland
298 Southhall Lane
Maitland, Florida
407-838-3585
GM: Kathy Kingston

Altamonte Springs Store Now Open!
_Oak Groves Shopping Center
Corner of SR 434 &Jamestown Blvd.
995 SR 434 Suite 303
Altamonte Sprfngs, FL 32714

>C.1

PT/Occasional Babysitter Needed
Two glrls, lnf;mt and 2 yr old.
Located In Avalon Park. Education
major or related field preferred.
Call Suzanne at 407-384-4470.

Ramp/Baggage Handlers, A/C Cabin Cleaners,
Fuelers, Janitoria_I
(Full Time I Part-time I Seasonal)
On the spot interviews and hires_for qualified candidates

SWISSPORT USA, INC.
2 Red Cleveland Blvd.
·Suite 210
Sanford, FL 32773
We offer holiday pay; uniforms, free
parking, paid comprehensive industry
training, weekly pay, direct deposit and
a safe work environment.

407-585-4790
Don't let these opportunities fly by.
Stop by our administration office
Monday thru Friday between 10:00
A.M. to 4:00 P.M. for an application and
more information. For Ramp Service
positions, we will conduct on the spot
interviews upon completion of the
application.

All applicants must be able to provide a5-year work/school history and pass acriminal
background check including FBI Finger Print screening. All applicants must pass a
·mandatory drug screen, and have flexible part-time work schedule to include weekends,
'1o1idays and: evening hours. Must speak and write English fluently. For some positions
applicants must be able to Hft up to 75 lbs on a consistent basis and posses avalid Florida
,Driverrs license. Asuccessful background check is required for all airport emptoyment.

_......., ......._
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D Community Features

D Apartment menities
~Dr

• 24 Hour Fitness Center
•

• UCF Shuttle
• Basketball Court
• Beach Volleyball Court
·Two Swimming Pools

roi;f

.

llODfh
18Df*

• DVD and Video Game Rental

·Wireless·Internet at the Pool
• Pet Friendly

· • High Spe d Eth rne
*cau for details

Hardwood Floors .
• Utiliti s In luded
•

(407) 277-4007

•

..

·Townhouse Style
· Individual Alarm System
·Ceramic Tile Entry,
• Kitch nand Dining
• Cable TV w/3 HBO

Experience
College Life

t:a11101
Snec1a1s

ndividua Lecises

with the 2 best
add -es es near

UCF!
o lege Station Apartm ts offers the fines in student Hvir~g. Our friendly staff will take
xtra , re ito rna1<e your busy Ii easier.
JV d tail has be em-Oesigned to help you
unwind f~om hectic day of studyli1ag and dasses. In our free tiff1e you can relax ·in the
sun bv the pool or ienjo~ a game of ir h(• k 'or billiards. If thP: best i w.hat ¥OU are
looWi_ng fer, comf> to Coll~ge S ation Apartm nts!

a
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IMu~t-ry?
Applications are now being a~cepted
for the Walt Disney World® Resort
Central Florida Hospitality Program.

Jump start your career path while getting paid with a complete 9-month work
experience program. Applicants must be college students interested in the
Hospitality Industry. Put your classroom theory tb practice in the real wo place.

AHend the presentation on July 14 or July 1B at 2 p.m. or 5 p.m.
at the University of Central Florida
Rosen College of Hospitality Management, Room 104.

Disney. Where
Imagination Works.
EOE• Drawing Creativity from Diversity•© Disney
'

"'
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I NOW HIRING I
I

LAYOUT.EDITOR

QuarkXPress experience necessary.Sunday and Wednesday
availability to layout the Future during Fall semester. Must have
good sense of design and composition. Fax resume to 407-4474556 or e-mail: Ben@UCFnews.com.

COPY EDITORS

Four scholarship positions available for the Fall semester. Editing
experience preferred. Must be available Tuesday, Wednesday
and/or Sunday. For more information, contact Dana Delapi at
newsroom@UCFnews.com.

•

The Future is always looking for new writers to join our team of
journalists. Interested? Stop by the off-campus office at 6 p.m.•Thursday
night for a writer's meeting, or e-mail newsroom@UCFnews.com for info.

Pegasus Pointe 2b/2ba
NO move in fees!!!
Last years rent applies!!!
AWESOME AMENITIES!!! ALL UTIL
INCL!!! Please CALL: 407 739 6669
Apartment For Rent
3/3 w/2 roommates in •Pegasus Landing.
Many amenities included.
2004 Rates apply-$700 savings.
Please Call Rachael @407-963-4455
UCF one mile. 2b/2b duplex. Fence.
Large
shed. Washer-Diyer.
osb32816@bellsouth.net
Upstairs studio in Avalqn Park.
New unit in nice neighborhood.
Perfect for a student who wants peace
and quiet. $560/mo. Utilities & Cable
included. Call Mitch at 407-273-4474.
0

oviedo
marketplace

•

CUSTOMER SERVICE REP-PT
Mall Customer Service positions avail
immediately. Now hiring PT staff for
15-25 hrs/wk to incl evening and
weekend shifts. Ideal candidates will
have exp with answering busy phones
and assisting customers. Reqd
capabilities incl basic math, computer
operation and super communication
skills. A flex sched is needed to
accommodate shopping center hours.
Candidates with previous retail, ·
concierge or customer service exp will be
given top consideration.
Min. $7.00/hr - DOQ
Apply_in person at the Oviedo
Marketplace Customer Service Center
1700 Oviedo Marketplace Blvd.
Oviedo, FL 32765.
J4St off th~ 417 at Red Bug Lake
Road in Oviedo. ,
EOE, M/F/DN Drug-free environment.
NO PHONE CALLS
Childcare in Apopka. Duties: to care for 3
1/2 YR. old twin girls and 1 1/2 YR. old
boy in my home. Tues/Thurs 8am-5pm,
$7/hr. Nonsmoker, own Trans., childcare
exp., Start Au·g. 23. 407-814-8449

...

•

Front Oesk Assistant needed for apt.
complex in Lake Buena Vista. Full-Time,
great pay and benefits. Fax resume or
inquiry to 407-938-9057

FREE RENT

1 & 2 bedroom
Floor Plans
We Take Co-Signers!

Heather Glen
Apartments

407-657-0011
~==~ FOR RENT:
IW:..
Roommates
10 MINUTES TO UCF
2 F roommates wanted. 1 room I
$300/mo, 1 $275/mo, both plus
1/4 utll. Quiet 4/2 furnished house.
All house privileges. No pets and
WS. Lease. Call 407-319-3751.
Seeking roommate for 3/2.5 house on
Dean & University, 2 car garage,
storage, beautiful backyard, W/D, $420
all uiil. , cable.
Contact Andy@ 407-399-1615

ROOM FOR RENT
3/2.5 Waterford Lakes townhome.
Fully furn, $350/mo plus 1/3 util.
Call Angela at 321-662-8754.
M/F wanted for furnished BDRM In 3

Established Courier Service,
Immediate lncome!Central Florida
Includes vehicle, equipment, and
training. Service five days a week.
Please Call 407-925-7291
·

Branp new 4bed/3bath, plus den, 3 car
garage house, in Live Oak Oviedo. Walkin closets, W/D, lawn service, community
has: gym, pool, playground, tennis
courts. Available August 1st. Rent $2100
plus utilities. Call 407-977-2097
House For Rent 2200 sqft
4BR/2.5Bath/2CarGar.w/Pool,
Ashington Park, very near UCF,
$1750/mo.neg.cred.chk/cosign.req.
407-482-8598 VIP RES immed.occup.
Just Built 5 bedroom
4 full baths Students OK
Avail. Mid-Aug/Sept Rent $2200
Eric 407-489-0877
Brand New 4/3/2 House in Avalon
Park near UCF. All appliances
included. Rent $1900/Dep $1000
1224 Fox Grove ct,
Orlando FL 32828
Call 407-616-3615
UCF area, Cambridge Circle 2/2.5 bath
2 Reserved parking spots, 1 Year lease.
$700 rent, $700 security deposit
Call 321-536-5430 or 407-310-6583.

GOT FRIENDS?
Non-smoking only. Small pet ok. Fully
furnished (unfurnished) 5/3 home mins to
UCF. $625-675/room includes all.
Call Annie at 813-431-5464.
3 HOMES AVAILABLE
4/2, $1800-$2000/mo.
For more information call 321 -331-9438
or email info@ucfrentalhomes.com.
NEWLY RENOVATED HOME
Mins from UCF on Dean Rd. 4/2 with
living rm and bonus rm, large porch and
back yard on reservoir. $2200/mo.
Please call 407-489-8127 for info.
HOMES FOR RENT
UCF area 2, 3 & 4 bedroom homes
and apts. for rent. $649 to $1295.
Call 407-629-6330 or
www.ORLrent.com to view our
rentals. RE/MAX 200 Realty.

bdrm home on lake, gated comm, 6
mins from UCF. $500/mo incl. utll,
ills, no pets, sec sys, pool & tennis.
Avail Sep. 1st. Call 407-832-8160 or
239-461-5101 or 239-633-9400.
Looking for a roommate over 21
to find a place near UCF for the
beginning of Sept. Must be laid
back, clean, and open minded to all
types of music. soulfan@hotmall.com
One room available in townhouse 5 min
from UCF.Full kitchen,. W/D. $375 + 1/2
utilities.
Call 786-201-48465
or 407-493-2723
Professional couple seeks responsible
student roommates. 4/2.5 Waterford
Lakes home. $425/mo incl cable TV,
w/d, kitchen, in-ground pool, & util.
Month to month lease. Tennis, basketball
& volleyball avail at rec center.
No pets, family pets' on premise.
Call (407) 380-4893 or (407) 737-2871.
2 roommates wanted for 4/3 house with
pool. 3000 sq. ft. beautiful property. $363
plus util. Fully furnished with wireless
. cable. UCF students call 407-282-4246.
Ask for Ian. Move-in Aug.

LOOK!!!
2 bdrm avail. in a large house close
to UCF. Includes in-ground pool,
W/D, full kitchen. $3SO/mo. +
split utll. Call 407-489-7324.
Room for Rent in Avalon Park.
3 Bedroom 2.5 bath Townhouse.
$550 All-inclusive. Available ASAP
Eric 407-489-0877
Rooms in new house. Fully furn.,
heated poof. Barbecue grill, pool •
table, sec. sys., garage. NS/NP.
female only. All utll. incl. $600/mo.
Call Nikki @ 561-212-6291.
Room Avail in the Fall In 3/2 House
Located off of Suntree Blvd (four
lights from UCF on Univ, light
between Rouse & Dean In Suncrest
area). Looking for clean, n/s, person.
No pets. $475/mo Incl all utll, cable,
phone, w/d. Call Steve w/ questions.
407-678-2482 or
klelnst_42@yahoo.com
1 Rm Avail in 4/2 flat at Jefferson Lofts
$490/mo includes everything.
W/d, DSL, and own parking space.
•
August rent free.
407-739-1255 or 813-839-5155

2 Rooms Avail- $450/mo each
incl. utll, cable & Internet access.
Security Deposit. 10 min to UCF,
Plenty of parking.
Call Steve at 407-267-4982.
Avalon Park
Fancy 2 Story of 2005. 5(6) 3/2 In
Timbercreek. Guest Suite On
Top = 1 (or 2) Bedroom(s)+Bath.
Bedrooms downstairs (Victorian Style
Master). Large Porch with Roof
Natural ConselJI. Backyard
$2,400 plus' utllltles
Anette: 407-716-0848

UCF Senior looking for 2 male
roommates for Alafaya Woods
house. $400/mo plus utilities. Call
Neal 321-431-1708

'94 Mazda 626
· 4-doorN4. New paint and tires!
Runs greatI $2100 obo.
Call 407-359-9297.

1 Room for rent In Regency Park behind
UCF. 5 min drive to school. 2100 sq ft
fenced house, 2 story, 4/2.5. Looking for
Female to rent room and share bath.
Only 2 other roommates In hou~e.
House is furnished except bdrms.
Lease is for Fall and Spring semesters.
Price is negotiable. Call 305-962-2621

Hondas from $500!
Police Impounds! Cars, trucks, SUVs,
from $500! For info and listings
800-749-8116 ext V502
95 Geo Prism, 5-speed, white, CD, cold
NC, 4-door, good condition, $2300 or
best offer. Call 407-493-5264

Roommate wanted. 4/bd ·house. Alafaya
Woods. $485/mo. util. incl., ethernet,
W/D, cable. No Pets, Avail now. Call
407-828-2664 daytime or 407-654-4699
after 6 p.m.

I
UCF Area .H omes For Sale·
Call for free list of homes In the UCF
area. We specialize in finding UCF
students their first home, for free.
UCF alumni Nick Phillips/Mark
Falsetto KW Realty 407-810-7622

Female student seeking Female
roommate for place to rent in UCF areal
Call Lacey 954-558-3485.

4 or 5 Rooms Avail In 5/3 Home

WWW.ORLANDOELITE.COM

Non-smoking only. Srpall pet ok. Fully
furnished (unfurnished) home mins to
UCF. $625-675/room includes all.
Call Annie at 813-431-5464.

Dedicated to UCF Students/Families
Real Estate Needs. Avalon Realty
Call Eric Voss 407-489-0877
Emal I: ucfrealtor@yahoo.com

Looking for clean, n/s male or female to
rent a room in Ashington Park, mins from
UCF. 3/2 bdrm house fully furn w/
exception of room. $450/mo incl all util,
cable, ·& internet. Avail now through Apr
15th, 2006. Call Jennifer w/ any
questions at 407-382-7770 or email at
UCFhunniebee@aol.com.

4Bd/2Ba, 16" tile floors, oversized
lot with water view and less
than 2 miles from UCF. Hurry!
Just $285,000, Call Michael
407-310-6583 or 407-673-2055

-

Roommate wanted at the Arbors to share
2/1. Free UCF shuttle, W/D,$425/month.
Includes all utilities. $150 deposit. 5 Min
from UCF. Call 407-380-9366
3/2 house, fully furnished w/exception of
room. Rent incls: utilities, cable, Internet,
W/D, full kitchen, house is 10 min. from
UCF, renfis $500/mo, negotiable,
Contact Andy@850-445-6719

Condo for sale near Waterford Lakes.
Move in mid-July. 3 units avail.
1,2, and 3 bedrooms.
Eric Voss w/ Avalon 407-489-0877
3bd/2ba mobile home for sale in
Deerwood Park, screened in porch
located' in Orlando. $38,000
Call 321-504-7899

m

SERVICES

Room for rent in beautiful 4/3 home.
5 mins from UCF. $575/mo all
utilities included. No deposit or move
in fees. Call 40-7-427-0049

Frustrated? Need Assistance?
Term Paper Help?
Call our professionals. With over 20
years exp, meeting your research and
writing needs. Toll Free 1-888-345-8295.
www.customessay.com

Room for rent in a nice 3/2
condo in Winter Park.
W/D, Private Parking, and Pool.
Call 407-644-1249
tor more information.

GREAT GUITAR LESSONS!!
You take home CD recording of every
lesson plus written materials. Listen to
me play at
http://groups.msn.com/billtheguitarist
then call for a lesson 407-365-1190

Gorgeous private suite in 212 upscale
complex. 5 min from UCF. Water view
W/D, cable, high speed internet,
pool, gym. $450/mo. - $75 for utilities.
407-595-9757

Juhk-2-Dump. Clean out shed/garage.Rental properties, Appliances, Yard
trash, Remodel, six days a week
Call Richard 407-568-2858

ACROSS
Coll. employee
Decisive defeat
Demi Moore film
Spout
nonsense
15 Coastal bird
16 Too.weird
17 Creative flash
18 Primary
i 9 Extended family
member
20 Transgressions
21 Certifies under
oath
23 Error
25 Plant sprayers
29 Took ten
31 Greek letter
32 Picture
holders
36 Short, witty
remark
39 Actress
Witherspoon
40 Make lace
41 In crowd
42 " from Mars"
44 Subleases
45 Goddess of
folly
46 Be nervously
irresolute
48 Comforts
51 Gnats and ants
56 Vie
58 Entice
59 England's_
Downs
62 Funnyman
Johnson
63 Pig or cast
follower
64 Tempest
65 Cake layer
66 Feels unwell ,
67 Finnish bath
68 Remnants
69 Foot feature
1
5
9
14

DOWN
.1 Spectrum
maker
2 Diameter halves
3 Bakery
appliances
4 Lavish meal
. 5 Do-over movies
6 Sermonizes

@ 2005Trlbun• Media Services, Inc.
All rights reserved.

7 College credit
8 Apartment
building
9 Chaps
10 Stick up
11 Raw mineral
12 _transit gloria
mundi
13 PGA peg
22 Lateral part
24 Packing heat
26 Banks of
baseball
27 Fictional Butler
28 Bumps and
bruises
30 Browned bread
32 Met songs
33 Slow, in music
34 Slanted surface
35 Land of the
free
.
37 Lascivious
looks
38 Under the
weather
40 NY, NJ and CT
as one
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43 Idyllic place
44 Submits for
approval
47 Gave clues
49 Future oak
50 Pause mark
52 Inventor How~
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Bric-a-brac piece
Fairy-tale villain
Perceive
Celtic land ·
Snaky shape
Sch. org.
Old French coin

[~WANTED

interested in ,doing Daft punk covers
live? Drummer is looking tor bandmates.
Please call 954-328-1911

Sky Dive Space Center
Floridas Highest Jumps. 15k -18k. 4 or
more get a discount! 35 min. from UCF.
1-800-823-0016, skydivespacecenter.c~m
View all classifieds online anytime
at www.UCFnews.com!

Mature Responsible Female Needed
To assist wheelchair bound student in
routine school activities and basic daily
needs. $8/hr, Tues and Thurs, 9:30 .am 6:30 pm. Starting this Fall semester.
Good note-taking, verbal skills reqd,
computer skills. Reliabiiity and
dependability a must. Contact Anna
Meeks at 407-847-0788 or email resume
to purple@kua.net.

~

Room Avail in 4 Bedrcioiii Home
M roommate wanted. 2 mins from UCF.
Cable, wireless internet, ping pong table,
common areas furnished. Current
tenants are juniors & seniors.
Call Steven@ 407-616-1628.
Cl~an

and quiet 3/2 house 5 min. to
UCFI Large kitchen, living room, dining
room, big screen TV, backyard. 1
semester lease available. No smoking.
$475 + 1/4 utilities.
Call Kellen at (407) 928-2129

Place your ad in minutes! Call
us at 407-447-4555 or e-mail your
ad to classlfieds@UCFnews.com

2 private bdrms in clean, furn. AC
townhouse, w/ male undergrad. 2.8 miles
from campus near Alafaya & E. Colonial.
Snare bath, w/d, wireless DSL, basic
direct TV, local phone, & parking space
incl. No pets, no smoking. $450/mo, first
and last in advance w/ one year lease
· preferred. Call Kwami at 407-381-1713
1 room Avail. in 4/2.5 house. Share utils.
Spacious bedrooms, liv. room, din. room,
kitchen, W/D, garage, sun room, lg. yard.
Individual leiise. Near UCF off Dean Rd.
$450/ mo. Call Jen 561-351-8906

UCF Credit
Union
UC-7 Plaza

Love products from The Body Shop? Our
new division brings the store to your
door. Call, Karla 407-748-6999, to host a
Girls' Nile Out, or to learn more about
our business opportunity.
tancutie407@aol.com

Lazy Moon Pizza
UC-7 Plaz.a

Publix
M«uffoch Rd. & Alafaya Tri.
· Call 407~447..4'555 if you would like to be
included among these local establishments

-

-

Roommate wanted. Male or Female, 3/2
bedroom house.1 Room available $450
+1/3 utilities. 10 min from UCF. At night
Call Garrett @407-384-0281
During the day call 954-691-781 2
UCF area - 10 mins. away. Female only.
$450/mo including everything.
N/S only. Available in August.
Call 609-654-8582 or email
kellyroop@hotmail.com
3 F NS roommates needed in gorgeous
4/2 home. 2.5 mi. from UCF. $500/mo.
all inclusive except split electric, + pool at
club house, screened porch, 2 car gar.,
furn. except bedrooms. Avail. 08/05.
Please call Elena at 561-718-8980 or
saphire0924@msn.com.

$330 move in fee+ 1/21st months rent.
Sublease College Station Apartment.
Fully Furnished, electric included, w/d in
apt., basic cable and high speed internet,
Your own bdrm and bath. Contact
mvsvam@msn.com or Sandy at
770-827-8059.
Addison Place Apts. Available
immediatelyl -Dec. 1bed/1 bath 651 sq. ft .
$495/mo, $60 application Fee, $200
Deposit. Free Shuttle Bus, Free Water,
Sewer, Trash, and Pest Control Call
407-736-0135
Pay no move-in fees if you sign a one
year lease! In Pegasus Connection.
$505/month includes everything.
Call 352-361-7484
· Urgentl!! Take over sublease at Pegasus
Landing. Current rent, no extra fees.
$200 off first month. All utilities incl, fully
furnished, free shuttle to UCF.
Call Jeff anytime @ 386-689-8226.
First Month Rent Free in 4/4 at Pegasus
Connection. No fees, rent $485.
M or F, avail immec\iately. All utilities
included, fully furnished. Save $20/mo,
contact ucfhermione@gmail.com

)

-
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LSAT GMAT

PSAT

Bedding Mart Mattresses
'New/Used Starting Prices:
Twin $70,Full $80,Queen $90,King $100
Delivery Available! 9909 E. colonial
· corner of colonial and dean
407-249-2649 open 7 days 10-6:30pm
Sun. 11-4pm
CAMERA 35MM MINOLTA MAXXUM 3xi
also Promaster 300x zoom lens.
Perfect for student photojournalist.
Comes w/padded case.
$200 OBO
Call 407-384-9310

Room for Rent In 3/2 House
2.5 miles from UCF. $500/mo
Includes ut~lties and High Speed
lnterne(, Great locationll!
Call 321-297-5886

8'x2' Bar For Sale
Red mahogany wood w/ black marble
top. Built-in kq:iorator. Excellent
conditiorf,' $1000 obo.
Call 407-493-3707.

MCAT DAT OAT PCAT

Your World Leader in Test Prep
is Now Conveniently Located
in the UCF.Student Union

Pegasus Connection Bed & Bath Avail
Immediate availability in 2/2 apt. All util
and internet incl. No move-in fees, first
month free. $595/mo. Lease from Aug
'05 to July '06. Call Danielle at
863-860-6218 or 863-648-0083.

Master BR of a 2 BR HS in Oviedo.
Need mature student.
Only $300/m plus 1/2 utilities.
Call Sam: 407-977-8117 or 359-8663

GRE

SAT

KAPLAN

NC LEX*

ACT

1·800-KAP-TEST
kaptest.com

Test Prep and Admissions .
"Test names are
'

-+-

re~stared

"

trademarks of lheir respective owners.
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Great Values
Fresh
Country Style·
Spare Ribs

18
lb.
••

I

Sanderson
Farms Drums
and Thighs

Large
Hot House
Tomatoes

,~ 78~.

x

PLU 1103

00

C.LIP &
SAVE ON
THE ITEM
OF YOUR
CHOICE .

98~. ~ OFF ~

Priced_at $1.00 or more.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~·~~~ l~oo~oo~~~~m~4oo~=~~~

per person. No cash back. Offer valid July 6 thru July 12, 2005.
Excludes tobacoo, alcohol and dairy products.
Coupon valid at al' Florida Super Saver locations.

PLU 1104

98

·Large Coo.ked
Shrimp or
Extra Large
Raw Shrimp

American Heritage
Shredded or
·
Chunk Cheese

lb.
Golden
Ripe
Bananas ·

OFF

ea.

8 oz.

CLIP &
SAVE ON
THE ITEM
OF YOUR
CHOIC.E

')

Priced at $1.00 or more.

Fritos
or Cheetos

6 oz.,

Select Varieties
Limit 2

c

PLU 1105

Pepsi, 7-UP
or Big Red

CLIP &
SAVE ON
THE ITEM
OF YOUR
CHOICE

Gatorade

32 oz.,
Select Varieties

12-Pack, 12 oz. Cans,
Select Varieties

Priced at $1.00 or more.

e.a.

ACME
Tomato
Sauce

zephyr
Large
Grade A Eggs

8 oz.

1 Dozen

PLU 1106

:a }57
\~

OFF

C Angel
Soft
411
Bath Tissue

_

ea.

,
12 Double Roll •

CLIP &
SAVE ON
THE ITEM
OF YOUR
CHOICE

Priced at $1.00 or more.

24 Roll or

..._;:,,-

ea.

su9e

1

\ngs •..loW Prices Everyday!
.
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PllCiS EFFECTIVE July 6tla TIIRU July l2tla, 2005
We Resuve the Right To Umit Quantities

www.supersaverfoods.com
Store hours &AM to 11 PM

5524 West Colonial Dr.
(407) 298-4400

>.

STOlf HOUIS MAY VARY DUE TO lOCAl RESTIUCTIONS
.

I

,

llAIN CHECK: We strive to have on hand sufficient stock of advertised !i,erchandise. If for any reason we are out of stock, a Rain Check wlll ti,e issued enabling you to buy the item at the advertised price as soon as j beoomes available. Savings may vary. Check price tag for detail~. We reserve the right to limit quantities. Please, No Sales to Dealers.
AV~~LABILITY: Each of these advertised items is required to be read11·,vailable for sale at or below the advertised price in each Albertsonspire except specifically noted in this ad. @2005 Extreme Inc. Super S~r and the Super Saver logo are trademarks owned by or licen~ by Extreme Inc. All Rights Reserved.
\
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